Creative Boutique Advocating for Tech & DataDriven Design & Marketing
A New York creative boutique brings
together designers, tech, and marketing
experts to bridge the gap between
innovative design and online marketing.
NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, May
15, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A newly
launched New York-based creative
design and marketing boutique brings
together a team of experts and
partnering organizations from the
creative and technical fields to bridge
the market gap between content
producers and online marketing
firms.

The VL Studios - New York Design & Marketing
Boutique

New York-based creative boutique
introduces an innovative approach to
design and marketing merging two services into a holistic goal-oriented business model. Named
after our co-founder Valev Laube the New York-based boutique presents over a decade of
collective experience working with companies and personalities from entertainment to
professional services.
A unique take on companies and personal branding
combines brand building and brand acceleration into
creativity focused online content creation and brand
acceleration company. The holistic approach covers
services from brand building, delivery, to further
acceleration through research-driven and platform
optimized content production. “It’s about building brand
experiences through every moment of interaction from
content production and distribution to search engine
optimization and advertising. Building unified and
impactful experiences is what we thrive for,” said the
creative director, Valev Laube. The company takes steps
proactively to keep up with the latest trends and current practices to keep up with rapidly
changing branding, design, and tech industry. Laube also described their decision to bring
together creatives and marketers as an obvious step in the right direction taken the nature of
social media and the impact that high-quality content has on marketing performance and cost.
With over six years of experience under his belt, Laube’s vision for the future is more holistic,
demanding designers to be forwarding thinking and gain technical knowledge in order to
produce visual content that’s not only aesthetically and artistically intriguing but also easily
distributable across various digital media platforms and optimized according to the client’s
business perspectives.
We're all about building
holistic brand experiences
from brand building to
brand delivery and
acceleration. Building
unified and impactful
experiences is what we
thrive for”
Valev Laube, Creative Director
of The VL Studios

“A combined design and marketing approach in branding and marketing reinforces the

importance of retention of customers
to the brand and sustainable growth
needed in the changing world,” said
our Co-founder and Agency President,
Wassim Askoul, “It is a needed pillar to
a sound data-driven brand building
and acceleration.”
Learn about The VL Studios and unique
digital services at
www.thevlstudios.com
Valev Laube
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